Class of 2017 Colleges

Members of this class were accepted into the following colleges and universities:

- Alfred University
- American University*
- Appalachian State University*
- Arizona State University
- Bard College
- Berry College
- Brevard College
- Carleton College
- Carson-Newman University*
- Case Western Reserve University
- Centre College*
- Chapman University
- College of Charleston
- Colorado State University*
- Drew University
- East Tennessee State University
- Eckerd College
- Elon University*
- Emerson College
- Fordham University*
- Furman University*
- Gardner-Webb University*
- Goucher College
- Greensboro College
- Guilford College*
- Hendrix College
- High Point University*
- Hofstra University
- Hope College
- Indiana University Bloomington
- Johnson State College
- Lander University
- Lehigh University
- Louisiana State University
- Loyola Marymount University*
- Mars Hill University
- Maryland Institute College of Art
- Marymount University
- Methodist University*
- Michigan State University
- New York University*
- Newberry College
- North Carolina Central University
- North Carolina State University*
- Northeastern University
- Oglethorpe University*
- Old Dominion University
- Pepperdine University
- Pratt Institute*
- Purdue University
- Queens University of Charlotte
- Radford University
- Randolph College*
- Randolph-Macon College
- Rutgers University–New Brunswick
- Salisbury University
- Santa Clara University
- School of Visual Arts
- Sewanee: The University of the South
- Southern Methodist University
- Southwestern Community College*
- Stanford University*
- The College of Wooster*
- The New School–Parsons School of Design
- The Ohio State University
- The University of Alabama*
- The University of Arizona
- Tulane University
- University of Cincinnati
- University of Colorado Boulder*
- University of Maine
- University of Maryland
- University of Mississippi
- University of North Carolina at Asheville*
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill*
- University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- University of North Carolina at Wilmington
- University of Pennsylvania*
- University of Richmond*
- University of South Carolina
- University of Vermont
- University of Virginia*
- University of Washington
- University of Wisconsin–Madison
- Ursinus College*
- Virginia Commonwealth University
- Virginia Tech
- Wake Forest University*
- Warren Wilson College
- Washington University in St. Louis
- Western Carolina University*
- Wingate University
- Wofford College

*CDS 2017 graduates attend schools marked with asterisks.